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In 1974 I had intended to sail a cruiser from Lydney to Alderney, but the venture was drastically 
curtailed because of the bad weather.  This year, having acquired a Wayfarer, I decided on a visit to 
the Continent. 
Bearing in mind the small boat adage "the boat will outlast the crew", I count myself lucky to have 
had a suitable crew close at hand. All three of us have sailed dinghies and cruisers in the not too 
gentle waters of the Severn Estuary for many years. The junior member, my son Bruce, has sailed the 
Estuary since he was six, the third member of the party, Brian, was apprenticed there on a Bristol 
Channel Pilot boat, and I have sailed there since I was five.  I had also crewed a Wayfarer on a 
round trip from Lydney to the Scilly Isles some three years ago. 
Our craft, "Eeyore" was a Mark One Wayfarer, fitted with extra buoyancy bags.  I have made one or 
two modifications for general sailing purposes such as removing the moulded ribs along the keel and 
replacing them with wood. As a matter of preference I have replaced the bottle screw on the forestay 
with a soft lashing and changed the rowlocks from plastic to steel. As a special modification for this 
trip, navigation lights of the torch battery type were mounted and canvas bags fitted under the 
gunwales for easy-to-hand stowage. The sails for the trip were by Lucas, and consisted of a working 
jib, genoa and mainsail, all cut for cruising.  As a bit of insurance we carried a 4 H.P. Crescent 
outboard in the stern locker with enough petrol for eight hours running.  (As it turned out, a drogue 
would have been more appropriate!) 
Our main compass was a small "Sestral" grid which was mounted on the centreboard casing.  Charts 
with compass roses on each face were mounted on a board in a thick plastic bag which was lashed 
by lanyard to the foot straps and was stowed under the foredeck when not in use.  Safety lines were 
attached to the thwarts, as were two spare ropes of 60' each and the anchor was lashed to the foot of 
the mast. Flares and rockets were tethered around the boat and one was carried by each member of 
the crew who, needless to say, were also rigged out in oilskins and buoyancy aids. 
 
As we were to camp on both sides of the Channel, sleeping bags and a three man single pole tent 
were carried in the forward locker together with the cooker and a tupperware container which housed 
our first aid kit.  Also in this locker we stowed our basic food consisting in the main of canned 
potatoes, stews and puddings. A two gallon water bottle shared a place at the foot of the mast with 
the anchor. 
The extra canvas bags which we had fitted in the gunwales carried items required for log keeping 
and such personal comforts as fruit, nuts and chocolate. Bosun's spares, tools and plastic bags 
containing dry clothes were carried in the stern locker. 
Having previously contacted the Secretary of the Weymouth Sailing Club, we trailed the boat there 
by car and they very kindly housed it for the night. We then set off to find a camping site which we 
understood to be three miles from the Club. This did not prove to be one of our best navigational 
efforts as, in fact, we spent a very wet night camped on what appeared to be, in the morning, an 
undeveloped bit of industrial estate. 
The morning was a little brighter, but the weather report made it clear that this was not to be for 
long.  By the time we got back to the Club it was raining again and visibility was very poor.  We 
therefore decided to sail to Lulworth Cove, having in the back of our minds that, if the weather was 
going to be as bad as it was last year, we could at least have a trip to the Isle of Wight!   
We made Lulworth Cove through pouring rain in about two hours, but once there the sun came out 
and, having established a camp behind the Coast Guard hut, we spent another stormy night 
anxiously waiting the morning forecast. Came the forecast and we decided to go.   
 
The Log for our trip reads as follows. 
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LOG OF "EEYORE" - W.3025 

Lulworth Cove to Cherbourg - 21.7.75  

Crew:- 
Colin Lee  
Bruce Lee  
Brian Milford 
 
06.35 - BBC forecast - Wind West 5/6. Wind estimated 4 from the West, Crew ALL fit. 
08.00 - Boat rigged. Gear stowed. 
08.10 - Bruce at helm, cleared Lulworth Cove entrance. Heading l60°M. 
08.45 - Jib changed to Genoa. 
10.00 - Brian at helm. Making approximately 5 knots on broad reach. England still in sight.  Sea giving 
way to long swells with winds now dropping to about 3 West.  Visibility good: time of decision. 
Conditions are looking good and improving, decide to press on for Cherbourg. Helicopter is flying low 
around and about, trust he is not looking for us. 
10.05 -Nuts and Mars bars all round. 
11.00 -Sea Link sighted to Starboard:- Weymouth to the Channel Isles. 
11.20 -Bulk Carrier on Port bow passing clear. 
12.00 -Colin at helm.  Bruce feeling 'off colour'. 
13.00  - Hot soup from the thermos and bread rolls all round.  Hasn't done Bruce much good - made him 
sick.  Bruce commented "What a waste of soup". 
14.00 - BBC weather forecast: Wind West 5/6. Bruce at helm, head-sail to jib.  Wind estimated force 4 
West.  Someone has stolen England, only clouds left. 
15.00 - Brian at helm. Can now see clouds ahead in distance. Presume they are over the French Coast. 
16.00 - Brian sighted French Coast low on starboard bow.  Lots of ships all around us, all heading West. 
16.30 - Colin at helm.  Cherbourg tower now visible on French Coast.  Sighted "The Maid of Kent" Sea 
Link Car Ferry out of Cherbourg bound for Weymouth on port bow.  Passing half mile clear astern of us. 
16.45 - Many ships heading East. A few pass close but no evasion action necessary.17.00  - Cherbourg in 
sight dead ahead - good navigation and helming.  Fix, Jobourg Tower - l80°M.  Cherbourg - 150°M. Sea 
confused, probably due to the strong coastal tide in the area. 
17.10  - Headsail change to Genoa. 
17.30  - Brian at helm.  Wind force 5 West.  Sea becoming more confused. 
18.00 - Where is the hole to go in? All we can see is a fort and a long, long wall. The tide running 
strongly West to East. Pinch and see if we can go into Western entrance as a large yacht has gone in 
there. 
18.30 - Colin at helm. Beating to windward and taking a fair amount of spray on board with all three of us 
sitting out. 
19.00 - Losing the battle - lay off for the Eastern entrance. 
19.30 - Pass through the Eastern entrance and immediately becalmed behind the breakwater. All the way 
to France on a single reach. 
19.35 - Ship the IRON MAINSAIL and explore for a place to tie up. Follow that yacht! He looks as 
though he knows the way. 
20.10 - Tied up in the Yacht harbour after a search around Cherbourg's many harbours and quays. 
GOOD SAIL, EXCELLENT CREW.  
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Now for a wash, food and bed. Even Bruce is back to life. 
 
The first people we spoke to on arrival at Cherbourg were two incredulous 
English couples, who, when they had got over their surprise, were able to tell us where to get creature 
comforts.  We were too late for a shower, which we all so badly needed, but we did manage to get a 
somewhat expensive meal in town in spite of the fact that our French was pretty incoherent.  We slept 
very well that night on the boat under the sail. 
 
The next morning when reporting to the Harbour Master our ignorance of the French language again 
caused some difficulty.  He naturally, among other things, wanted to know the name of the boat.  It is 
indeed fortunate that French and English donkeys, at least, speak the same language.  By the time the 
Harbour Master and I had recorded Eeyore's name phonetically, the whole office was braying! 
The rest of the day we toured the town, did a little shopping and had trouble with our French as, for 
example, when our meat pasties turned out to be apple turnovers!  Again that night, we had a rather 
cramped but reasonable sleep under the sail.  During the night it blew quite hard and it became obvious 
to us that we would be lucky to sail again next day. 
The following day, as expected, the weather showed no improvement and in fact we made enquiries about 
transporting our boat back on Sea Link should it become necessary. However, about that time the sun 
began to shine and having cooked ourselves a meal, prospects for our return trip improved considerably -
especially when we saw the Q.E.2 sail from a berth not too far from us! 
The BBC reported that the low over Scotland had filled and that there was a high over the Azores and we 
were confident that we would soon be underway. Another night spent sleeping on the boat and on the 
following morning, as anticipated, we were away. 
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LOG OF "EEYORE" - W.3025 Cherbourg to Swanage - 24.7.75 
06.35 - BBC forecast Mind 5/6 West to North West. Portland reported 6. Sea reported fair by local radio. 
Crew ALL fit. Other yacht skippers say they are sailing to England today, so we should have company. 
07.00 - Bruce at helm.  Cast off as town clock stroked the hour. Jib and mainsail set. 
07.40 - Tried to gain westing by tacking across outer harbour to Western entrance - without success.  
Two beats across outer harbour only making 100 yards in 40 minutes against the strong east going tide.  
Decide the Eastern entrance is a better prospect. 
08.00 - Cleared Eastern entrance.  Wind force 4 W.N.W. strong east going tide. Heading 350 M.  Close 
hauled on port tack. 
08.15  - Short, lumpy swell left over from yesterday's S.W. gale giving us quite a banging.  All three sat 
out to windward. 
09.00 - Cherbourg still dead astern.. Making good heading over the flooding tide.  Wind force 5. 
10.15 - Brian at helm.  Longer but bigger swell giving us a more comfortable sail. 
11:30  - Wind shifting to N.W. and freshening.  Really sailing hard with lots of green water.  Thanks Mr. 
Elvestrom for those bailers - they are just coping. 
12.00  - Someone has taken France away!  Holding heading 340 M. 
13.00 - Wind force 6.  Tops of swell very confused: N.W. sea over the remains of the S.W. swell. 
14.12 - Aeroplane flies overhead very low - flying N.E. l4.30 - Colin at helm. 
15.00 - No good! Stand to and put 2 reefs in Main - watch you don't slip! Very difficult to hold heading, 
the sea is so confused. 
15.30 - Bruce sights England. We hope it is England. We must be the original yellow submarine. Colin 
fed with Mars bars, crew hang on and feed themselves. 
16.00 - Shipping a lot of water. Self bailers unable to cope, will have to bucket bail soon. 
16.15 - Large schooner with square rigged topsail and a motor coaster 1/2 mile off on opposite courses. 
Splash-sploosh and a boat half full of water. We rode on the edge of one wave dipping our stern under. 
Another wave then rolled over the foredeck. Loose off main, sail on jib, hold heading while crew man the 
buckets and bail furiously. Approximated position 50 N, 2 5' W. 
16.30 - O.K. All dry? No!  These seas are far too big and we are being set towards St. Albans Race. Pay 
off and make for Swanage on a broad reach. This is like Australian Surf Riding.  The boat seems too 
small, skating like a tray down this stuff in 100 yard leaps.  Wind gusting force 7 N.W.  Top of the waves 
breaking away in white surf. 
17.45 - Anvil Point 1/2 mile.  4 points on port bow. 
18.00  - Rounded Anvil Point. 
18.10 - Calm water at last.  "Come on Bruce you are the youngest, sail us in". 
19.00 - On shore.   
Phew, what a sail.  Boat soaked, radio is soaked, we are soaked and encrusted in salt.  There are dry 
clothes in the locker at the stern.  The Yacht Club is hospitable and there is a shower in the Clubhouse.  
THIS IS A LOVELY PLACE. 
Breakages –  
1 radio 
1 roll of film wet. 
Faults   - Mast cheek plate bolts worked loose in tabernacle. 
Forward starboard floorboard floated loose when we were swamped. 
The block on the stern end of the toe strap is too low. 
Our feet kept slipping over it. 
The block at the foot of the mast needs replacing. 
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Indeed, we were given a right royal welcome at Swanage where the trials of our crossing were truly 
appreciated. After a 'quickie' in the Club Bar we had a very good meal in a local hotel, returned to the 
Club for more drinks all round and presented them with our Club burgee as a token of the event.  A Club 
member invited us to his home for the night and needless to say we were very grateful for the opportunity 
to sleep for the first time for several nights in a bed that did not rock. 
The following morning Brian fetched the car and trailer from Weymouth and there were many willing 
hands at Swanage to help us load Eeyore on to it for the return journey to Lydney. With a sense of 
satisfaction and achievement we returned home, Brian straight back to work, Bruce to the rest of his 
holiday before starting his career, and myself to sail a cruiser from Padstow back to Lydney, and then to 
work. 


